Who is the author of A Snicker of
Magic?
What color were Holly Pickle's eyes?
What color was Holly Pickle's hair?
What was the name of the town that
used to be a secret place?
What was Holly's story voice like?
Why did Midnight Gulch have to stay
secret?
Some people could catch stars in
what?
What was Felicity's whole name?
What was Felicity's sister's name?
What was the Pickle family's dog's
name?
How old was Frannie?
What did Felicity's heart say when
good things happened?
What was Holly's nickname for her
daughter, Felicity?
What did the sign for Midnight Gulch,
Tennesee call it?
What did the Midnight Gulch,
Tennessee sign used to say before
they painted over it?
What are people that move around a
lot called?
What was the name of the elementary
school in Midnight Gulch?
Why did Frannie keep her blue
suitcase packed with her special
things?
What were the letters of the word
'Believe' made of when Felicity saw
them?
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sky blue
blonde
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Midnight Gulch
Something between a summer
breeze and a lullaby
The people who lived there had
magic in their veins

1

mason jars
Felicity Juniper Pickle
Frannie Jo

1

1
1

12
2

Biscuit
Almost six

2

yes yes yes

4

June Bug

4

A proper place to call home

5

A magical place to call home

5

nomads

7

Stoneberry Elementary
Mama might wake them up in the
middle of the night to move
somewhere new

7

melted sunshine

7

2
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What was the Pickle family's van
called?
What kind of words that Felicity saw
never made much sense?
Why did they hide bandaids from
Frannie Jo?
What were Frannie Jo's favorite
things?
What did Felicity often do for Frannie
Jo?
How many states had the Pickle
family lived in?
Where did Felicity's poem say the
Pickled Jalepeno kept its heart?
Where did Felicity's poem say Frannie
Jo wore her heart?
What piece of last years Halloween
costume did Frannie wear over her
jeans?
What did Frannie Jo's 1st grade
classroom smell like?
What happened when Felicity tried to
talk to people she didn't know?
In Midnight Gulch, who was always
watching?
What was the first thing Felicity said to
her class?
Who was Felicity's teacher?
Where did Felicity's mom find a spider
egg?
What did Felicity's mom do to the
spider egg?
What happened when Felicity's mom
squashed the spider egg with a
rhinestone flip-flop?
What did Miss Lawson do that made
the words ton, turboboy, note and ruby
crawl across the walls and under the
door?

The Pickled Jalepeno
Words that hovered over cars,
trains, boats, or planes

7

She liked to use them like stickers
biscuits, dump trucks, and apple
fritters
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Catch poems for her

9

six

9

8

8

In its trunk

11

On the edge of her sleeve

11

A yellow tutu
crayons and peanut butter
sandwiches
She just stood with her mouth open
and nothing coming out
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The Beedle

12

My name is Flea
Miss Divinity Lawson
In the back seat of the Pickled
Jalapeno
Squashed it with her rhinestone flipflop
A million baby spiders exploded out
of it and scrambled around the
backseat of the van
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She split the word Stoneberry in two
pieces -- stone and berry
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What did Felicity write on the toe of her
shoe?
ruby
What did Miss Lawson wear on
a polka dot sweater and a green
Felicity's first day of school?
skirt and purple heels
Dr. Zook's Famous Ice Cream
What was Midnight Gulch, Tennessee Factory and because it used to be a
famous for?
magical place
How many flavors of ice cream were at
Dr. Zook's?
forty-five
What was Aunt Cleo's favorite ice
cream flavor?
chocolate chip pork rind
Who were the famous duo of Midnight
Gulch?
The Brothers Threadbare
On what date was the Brothers
Threadbare famous dual?
9/15/1910
What were the Brothers Threadbare
real names?
Stone and Berry Weatherly
What happened when Stone and Berry
played their songs?
The whole world seemed to dance
What happened when Stone played
clouds swirled into a thousand
his guitar?
different shapes
How did the Brothers Threadbare
always start their concerts?
With a few magic tricks
charmed mountain lions, made fire
What magic tricks did the Brother
puppets, turned coal dust ashes to
Threadbare do?
butterflies
Whoever won could keep the
money, fame, and fortune...the loser
would be cursed forever with a
wandering heart....would leave town
and never retern and never settle
down, and never do another magic
What were the terms of the duel?
trick
How many states sent reporters to the
original duel?
seven
At what time did the duel start?
9:15 AM
Who cast the winning spell in the
duel?
Berry
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What happened to Berry when Stone
left town?
What kind of duel did Miss Lawson
plan for the school?
What was the only flavor Felicity had
found with a flavor to it?
What would the winner of the school
duel win?
What did Toast draw a picture of?
What did Felicity think Toast had
drawn a picture of?
What did Felicity describe as "harder
than fractions"?
What happened when Felicity tried to
introduce a paper she had written in
Kentucky?
What was Felicity's mom's solution to
any problems her daughters had in
school?

Why was Felicity's blue suitcase?

Berry's magic wouldn't work any
more.

21

A talent show

22

Love -- like cotton candy
$100 and a years supply of Dr.
Zooks
A space llama

23

a robo chicken
Making new friends in a new place
when you're the new girl

24

She accidentally said, "Great Arm
Fartists of Kentucky"

Leave town
She packs up all the bad memories
and taking them with her no matter
where she goes.
at the yellow picnic table in the back
of the playground (NOT the one
covered in bird poop)
pumpernickel

Where did the note the Beedle threw
at Felicity tell her to meet?
What was the code word?
What word followed Felicity around as
long as she could remember?
lonely
Where was the most natural habitat for
the word 'lonely'
a school cafeteria
What would Felicity give up every word
she'd ever collected for?
a friend
What did Felicity expect the Beedle to
look like?
a cape, mask, and mustache
What color were Jonah Pickett's eyes? green
Which bus did Jonah and Felicity ride
on?
#5548
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Who was the bus driver of #5548 bus?
How did Jonah get around?
Who did Day Grissom look like?
What was Aunt Cleo's favorite type of
music?

Day Grissom
a motorized wheelchair
Santa Claus (but skinny)

31

bluegrass

33

What color hair did Frannie Jo have?
What color hair did Felicity have?
What was Felicity and Frannie Jo's
dad's name?
How many people knew about Jonah's
alias (The Beedle)?
Why did Jonah pick Felicity to tell his
secret to?

blonde, like her mom
Red like her dad

33

Roger Pickle

33

four
Because they had a broken up
family in common
Deployed as a soldier for 11 months,
14 days
His mom did Aunt Cleo's hair

34

She could hide behind them

35

Where was Jonah's dad?
How did Jonah know Aunt Cleo?
Why did Felicity like having long
bangs?
What did Jonah call his sense of
knowing when someone had
something wrong in need of fixing

31
31

33

34
34
34

His know-how
The state line to track down a
Where did Jonah's Grannie Effie pass criminal who stole money frim
over to?
Trixie's Tanning Salon
What did Grannie Effie do?
She was a bounty hunter
How many freckles did Jonah have on
his face?
ten
Climbing trees and drinking a milk
What did Felicity say her two talents
shake real fast without getting a
were?
brain freeze
What secret ability did Felicity reveal to
Jonah?
She could see words
What did Aunt Cleo collect?
hedgehogs

35

Where did Felicity collect her words?
What did Frannie Joe hear that other
people couldn't?

In a blue book

38

music

41

35
35
36

37
37
38

What was Felicity's mom's first name?
Why did Stone lose the duel?
What else could Stone and Berry do,
in addition to playing music?
What was Felicity's mom's job?

Holly
He couldn't roar like a lion
Berry could sew, and Stone was an
artist
traveling artist...painting murals all
over the South

Who was the first person ever hired to
paint the Gallery in Midnight Gulch?
Stone Weatherly
What happened to the mural Stone
painted on the Gallery every day?
It changed
What color were Aunt Cleo's glasses?
What did Roger Pickle like to do?
Where did Roger Pickle sometimes
play in a rock band?
What does Felicity mean?
Who named Felicity?
What was Frannie Jo's real name?
Who was Frannie Jo named after?
What did the photo of Roger Pickle
that Holly carried around in her purse
look like?
What was in the black and white photo
on Aunt Cleo's wall?
What does threadbare mean?
What did Aunt Cleo call the smell of
the waffle cones baking in Dr. Zook's
ice cream factory?
What was the name of the apartment
complex where Aunt Cleo lived?
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pink
dance

46

Knoxville, Tennessee
intense happiness
Her dad, Roger Pickle
Francis Josephine
Her two grandmothers

49

Black T-shirt, blue jeans, red hair
and beard
A man standing beside a hot air
balloon
shabby looking, worn out

47

49
49
49
49

49
50
50

The sugar wind

51

The Sandcut Apartments

51

Where did Aunt Cleo make Felicity,
Frannie Jo and their mom go with her? Friendship Community Church
What had Felicity, Frannie Jo, and
Holly been eating for weeks before
french fries and service station
they got to Midnight Gulch?
nachos

53 and 54

53

How much older than Aunt Cleo was
Holly?
What did Felicity's mom used to braid
into her hair before they lived in
Kentucky?
What did Aunt Cleo call her Nissan
sedan?
Why did the van roll away when Aunt
Cleo parked the van in the church
parking lot?
What did the Beedle do?
Who owned the pie shop on Main
Street?
Where was the first time Felicity ever
saw her own name?
For how long had the Beedle been
doing anonymous good deeds?
Where did the Beedle put flowers?
How old was Jonah?

20 years

54

feathers

54

The Beast of Burden

54

She forgot to put the van in park
Good things for people without
expecting anything in return

54

Ponder Waller
In the stained glass window of the
church

60

fifty years
On Abigail Honeycutt's grave
twelve
a box of dog treats, a coloring book,
a giant carton of Dr. Zook's Hannah
Banana Coconut ice cream -- all tied
with a red ribbon

61

57

60

61
62

What was waiting at Aunt Cleo's door
when they got home from church?
What word did Felicity call a 'blooming
word'?
Red

63

What did the Beedle always put on the
anonymous gifts he left for people?
A red ribbon

63

Why did Day Grissom sing on the bus? His radio was broken
Who did Felicity never see words
floating near?
Her mom
What did Jonah try to convince Felicity
to do so she could stay in Midnight
Gulch?
Compete in the talent show
Who was Interesting Person Number
One who knew all about
pumpernickel?
Oliver Weatherly

65
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67

81

What's an ardwolf?

A hyena that stays up all night and
eats termites

68

What does Aunt Cleo call a person
who won't mind their own business?

Needler

69

hair and auto mechanic and needler
What three jobs did Jonah's mom do? (sorting out other people's business)

69

What was Jonah's mom's favorite job? sorting out other people's business

69

What word did Felicity see most often?
What was weird about the word
'lonely'?
What did Jonah say was Felicity's
word?
What did Oliver own?
What did Oliver's special formula do to
ice cream?
What was in Oliver's mansion's front
yard?
What was the biggest hedge in Oliver's
yard shaped like?

lonely
Felicity saw it in the places where
the most people were.

71

Splendiferous
Dr. Zook's Ice Cream Company
Kept it cold for at least 24 hours
even if not in a freezer
hedges trimmed in the shape of
animals

71

a hot air balloon

73

sunglasses
Charlie Sue Hancock

74

coffee and expensive perfume

74

Oliver wouldn't let them sell it
anywhere beside Midnight Gulch

75

What did the gargoyles on top of the
columns at Oliver's mansion wear?
Who was Oliver's assistant?
What did Charlie Sue Hancock smell
like?
What was the rule about Dr. Zook's
most popular flavor of ice cream,
Blackberry Sunrise?
What was the secret ingredientin
Blackberry Sunrise?

magic that made people remember
A 2-story library with a balcony
around the top level

What was Oliver's boardroom?
What was the picture frame in Oliver's
boardroom made of?
aluminum can lids
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73

74

75
75
76

What did Jonah do with the money he
made from saving Coke cans and
recycling them?
What did Jonah's uncle do?
What did Oliver do when he found out
what Jonah had done for the kids in
Haiti?
What was Charlie Sue's favorite flavor
of ice cream?
Flavor's of Dr. Zook's ice cream:
Orangie's.....
Virgil's....
Andy's...
Jim's ...
Day's ....
Marsh-Mallory....
What did Oliver look like?
What did Oliver have on his forearm
when Felicity first met him?
What kind of weather did Berry
Weatherly like?

Built a little school for some kids in
Haiti
He was a missionary

77

Appointed him the new Beedle

78

Aunt Lillie's Lavender Rosewater

80

Caramel Apple Pie
Get-Outta-My-Face Fudge Ripple
Snickerdoodle Sucker Punch
Just Vanill'as -All - I want
Chocolate Orange Switcheroo
Mocha Delight
Bald head, fuzzy white mustache

80

A dark tattoo of a dove

80

cold weather

81

What did Berry Weatherly like to drink? hot coffee
Who was Oliver's grandfather?
Berry Weatherly
Who was the ORIGINAL Beedle of
Midnight Gulch?
Oliver Weatherly
Where did they get the blackberries to They grew wild down by
make Blackberry Sunrise?
Snapdragon Pond
What happened if the blackberries
tasted sweet when you ate Blackberry
Sunrise ice cream?
You would have a good memory
What happened if you had a sad
memory while eating Blackberry
Sunrise ice cream?
The berries tasted sour
What was Oliver like when he was a
Rotten--spoiled, self-centered,
kid?
careless
What did Oliver used to do when he
was a kid while sitting up in a window? Shoot doves
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81
81
81
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83
83
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What did Oliver's mom say it meant
whenever you saw a dove?
Who was Eldee Mae Cotton?
What did Eldee Mae Cotton drive from
Knoxville, Tennessee?
What mountain range runs through
Tennessee?
How could Felicity tell how much
someone loved someone else?
Who was in the hot air balloon that
crash landed in Oliver's front yard?
Who did Stone Weatherly think Oliver
was when he landed in his yard?
What flavor of ice cream did Felicity
eat at Oliver's house?
Who was the 'weatherman' of Midnight
Gulch?
What was the weather like, usually, in
Midnight Gulch?
How did Stone Weatherly meet his
wife?
What did Stone give to Oliver before
he left in his balloon?
What did Stone tell Oliver to do with
the guitar?
Where did the name 'The Beedle'
come from?
Who used to own the ice cream store
before Oliver and Eldee Mae bought
it?

Hope is coming down
The traveling preacher who changed
Oliver

83

A red pickup truck

85

The Appalachian Mountains

85

By the way they say their name

85

Stone Weatherly

88

His brother, Berry

88

Chocolate Orange Switcheroo

88

Virgil Duncan

90

raining

90

In a hot air balloon race

91

His guitar
Give it to Berry if he ever saw him
again.

92

Eldee Mae spelled backward.

94

The Honeycutts

93

What was the first nice thing Oliver
and Eldie started doing for people after Leaving free cartons of ice cream for
they bought the ice cream factory?
people
Why did the Beedle always put a red
ribbon around the gifts?
Red was Eldee's favorite color

85

92

93
94

When did the curse say it would be
broken? When ....
What does Aunt Cleo think
Threadbare means?

cords align and all's made right.
Where sweet amends are made and
spoken, shadows dance, the curse
is broken

95

Well loved

96

What did Oliver say was important to
learn before you decide what's true? Both sides of a story
What did Felicity notice about Oliver's
arm before she left?
The dove tattoo had disappeared
What day did the weatherman, Virgil
Duncan, say September 7th would be
like?
The rainiest day of the year
storms and sevens because her
mom was superstitious about them
and always left town on the 7th or
What was Felicity afraid of?
during a bad storm
Who did Felicity's mom say had found
her a job in Seattle?
Babette from Virginia
What did Felicity tell her mom as a
She was in the talent show--the
reason she couldn't leave town?
Stoneberry Duel
What did Felicity plan to do for the
talent show?
Read some of her peoms
Why was Holly surprised her daughter
wanted to read poems in the talent
show?
She hated public speaking
How did Aunt Cleo say was the only
way to conquer a fear?
Tackle it head-on
What do the very best miracles of all
show up wearing?
cowboy boots
How long did each participant's talent
have to last in the duel?
3 minutes
What was Jonah and Felicity's word
for wonderful?
spindiddly
What food did Day Grissom have stuck
in his beard?
doughnut
What was Aunt Cleo working on for
the Slavens?
a wedding quilt
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97

97
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99

99
99
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What was Aunt Cleo's specialty
pattern for her nursery quilts?
What did people always want on their
wedding quilts?
Why couldn't Frannie get a good hold
on Biscuit's leash?
Who came to Midnight Gulch wearing
cowboy boots?
What instrument did Uncle Boone
play?
Who was Uncle Boone's sister?
What did Boone Harness go by for a
stage name?
What words did Felicity first see above
Uncle Boone's head
what were the words above Aunt
Cleo's head?
What did Felicity tell Uncle Boone his
words were?
What magic ability did Boone have?

hedgehogs

103

wedding rings

103

She was wearing a baseball mitt

106

Uncle Boone

108

banjo
Aunt Cleo

108

Boone Taylor

111

failure failure failure
patch it, mend it, stitch it back
together

111

new beginning

116

He saw music as colors

118

108

111

What color did Boone see C-sharp as? purple

118

What color did Boone see A-flat as?

yellow

118

fairy wings
People put their camping chairs in
the middle of the water and sat there
all day.

119

eat a hot dog at a baseball game

124

paint a soccer ball

124

To get nearer to the stars
To see the interstate and all the cars
driving on it

124

What did Felicity make for everyone
for their day at Snapdragon Pond?

How shallow was snapdragon pond?
What would Felicity rather do than play
baseball?
What would Felicity rather do than kick
a soccer ball?
Why do mountain girls climb trees and
fences?
Why did Holly used to climb the tree at
Snapdragon pond?

120

126

What did Felicity worry about when her That she would leave her and
mom went driving?
Frannie behind
What was the name of the only ice
cream shop in the world that had all of
Dr. Zook's 45 Mysterious Flavors?
What words did Felicity see above the
pie shop?
What was the original name of the
shop that was now Ponder's Pie
Shop?
What was The Poet & Pauper?
What was special about the Ponder's
Pie Shop building?
What did Nancy Smith do in the pie
shop during the Civil War?
What is a 'snicker of magic'?
What do people say Ponder's
blackberry pie do?
What do people say Ponder's apple
pie does?
What did Elvis Phillips do?
What is Juniper?

Dr. Zook's Dreamery Creamery

132

poets and paupers

132

The Poet & Pauper
a pub
It was one of the oldest buildings in
the state

132

Baked spy pies
A magic leftover

132

fall in love

135

Makes people feel brave
Stood on Main St. and sung songs
by Elvis Presley
A coniferous plant

135

What did Felicity's mom call the heartshaped freckle under her right eye?
A love bit
granola bars, brownies, cans of Dr.
What foods and drink did Felicity and Pepper, and cartons of Dr. Zook's
Jonah share?
ice cream
What would Felicity rather do than
participate in the duel?
Floss with barbed wire
In what room did Felicity, Frannie Jo
and Biscuit sleep in Cleo's house?
Where did Felicity's mom sleep in
Cleo's house?
Where did Uncle Boone sleep in
Cleo's house?

128

132
132

133

135
136

136

136
138

The craft room

138

On the couch
On the floor in a sleeping bag in
front of the laundry closet

138
138

What happened when Cleo tripped
and fell over Boone while smoking a
cigarette?

She lit the edge of his sleeping bag
on fire

138

Why was Boone sad?
What did Jonah give to Felicity to give
to Boone as The Beedle?
What sound did Felicity hate?
What did Florentine have twisted
through her black braided hair?
What did Florentine call Jonah?
What things did Florentine do for
work?
Where was Florentine born?
How many tornadoes blew through
Florentine's town in one night when
she was a girl?

Because of a Nashville floozy (a girl)

139

a box of new banjo strings
The sound of wind chimes

139

What was Florentine's granny's name?
What did Granny Opal keep locked in
her cupboard?
What did Florentine and Felicity have
in common?
Where was the only place Florentine
wanted to be when she was a little
girl?
What did Granny Opal tell Florentine
she had to have of her own?
What did Florentine fill her backpack
with?
What did Granny Opal tell Florentine
the bag full of burdens would do to
her?
Who did Florentine fall in love with
when she worked in the fish shop?
What two things did Waylon Cooper
do?
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yellow ribbons
Honeybee
laundry folder, bread baker, fish
scaler, and poet
South Georgia

142

seven

147

Opal

148

burdens
They were both poets who had
trouble speaking out loud to people

148

Up in a tree reading books

148

A story
books and the burdens from Granny
Opals cupboard

149
150

Keep her safe, but make her
heavyhearted and sad

151

Waylon Cooper

151

sailor and song catcher

151

142
144
148

148

What did Florentine and Waylon buy
with money they put together?
old bicycles and a mermaid map
What were the first words Florentine
said in many years, that she said to
Waylon?
That she loved him
What did Felicity write on the note from
The Beedle with the new banjo strings
for Boone?
New strings for new songs
How was Stone Weatherly related to
Boone?
He was his great-great-grandfather
Who set a curse on the loser of the
duel?
A witch
Why did Stone Weatherly fly around in It was the only way he felt any
a balloon?
peace...so he was always moving
How did Cleo get Berry Weatherly's
Berry Weatherly gave it to Cleo's
banjo?
mother
What did Berry Weatherly give to
Cleo's mother, in addition to his banjo? A locket that would not open
Although talent bloomed, what
prevailed?
greed
Why did Felicity's mom get to come
home early from her job at Dr. Zook's?
Where did they all hide in Cleo's house
during the tornado?
What did Felicity grab to hold onto
during the tornado?
What was caught inside Berry
Weatherly's locket?
What was the name of Jewel Pickett's
shop?
What kind of services did Jewell
Pickett offer in her shop?
What were Jewell Pickett's two great
passions?
What two types of school did Jewell
Pickett sign up for on the same day?

152

152

156
158
158
160
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There was a tornado warning

166

In the bathroom
Her mom's paintbrushes wrapped in
an old T-shirt and her blue book

167

a wind-chime

169

Jewell Pickett's Lube & Dye
beauty services and minor car
repairs
tinkering with carburators and
coloring people's hair

170

beauty school and mechanic school

170

167

170
170

What did all Jewell's mechanics have
to be able to do?
What did every stylist at the Lube &
Dye know how to do?
Why did Felicity think she was cursed
to fail at anything she tried?
What word is different from all other
words because it doesn't fizzle or burn
out?
Where did Felicity write the word
'hope'?
How did Felicity know someone in the
beauty shop was thinking about her
mom?

acrylic nails

170

change oil
She had a bit of Threadbare in her
blood

170

Hope

173

On the inside of her wrist

173

She saw the words 'Holly Harness'
floating in the air

174

What was the name of the mechanic &
nail salon worker in Jewell's shop?
Big Bruce
What did Rosie Walker used to be
called?
Ramblin' Rose
She was a famous country music
What did Rosie used to do?
singer
What famous place did Rosie play
country music?
The Grand Ole Opry
What famous person did Rosie sing
with on the Grand Ole Opry stage?
Minnie Pearl
Left a guitar and a hundred dollar bill
What did the Beedle do for Rosie?
on the front porch of her house
Who did Rosie's guitar originally
belong to?
Stone Weatherly
What did the note to Rosie say she
had to do every time she played the
Start with the same song...Fair and
guitar?
Tender Ladies
How old was Rosie when she went to
Nashville?
fifty-seven
What did Rosie have on her cowboy
boots?
emroidered red roses
A music hall that used to be a
What is Ryman?
church
Ice cream flavors:
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176
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Virgil's....
Bobby's...
Suzie's ...
Aunt Ruth's....
What helped Rosie figure out how to
put her words together?
Which family had 'flashy' magic with
the ability to catch starlight?
How did Owen Triplett get into
trouble?
What magic did the Terry Family
have?
What magic did the Smith Family
have?

Get-outta-my-face fudge ripple
buttered avocado
White Chocolate Cherry Walnut
pumpkin sampler

181

music

181

The Tripplett Family
Selling starlight in jars to tourists, but
the starlight would escape

185

Conjuring Rain

186

Baking secrets into pies

186

What magic did the Hancocks have? Turning themselves invisible
What family had the strangest, most
exciting magic of all?
The Thistle Family
Who was the most notorious woman in
Midnight Gulch?
Isabella Thistle
They were jealous because the
Weatherly boys liked her so much,
Why did women despise Isabella
and because she spoke her mind,
Thistle?
even if it made people angry
What did Isabella Thistle wear in her
long black braid?
A yellow flower behind her ear
Women who make you laugh and
make you think and have yellow
What kind of women are dangerous? flowers in their hair.
Who did Isabella Thistle fall in love
with?
BOTH the Weatherly brothers
Who dated Isabella Thistle first?
Stone Weatherly
Why did Oliver Weatherly believe the Because the Weatherly brothers
curse worked?
believed it.
What kind of magic did the Thistle
family have?
Shadow catching
What did Isabella Thistle do right after
she set the curse on the Brothers
Stole something that belonged to
Threadbare?
them and left town
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What did Felicity have the idea that
her mom could paint a mural on in
Midnight Gulch?

The Gallery

Where did Felicity find the dove tattoo
after it disappeared from Oliver's arm? On the inside of her own wrist
AThe word 'peace' in tiny letters on
What tattoo did Holly Harness have? her shoulder
When did the dove tattoo take off and When it knew people needed it
land on someone else?
(hope) most
What did Charlie Sue say her family's
magic did in the present day?
What was the name of the street
Jonah lived on?
Why didn't any words appear to
Felicity over Toast Terry's books?
What was 'kryptonite' to Jonah?
How did Toast Terry get his
nickname?
What did Toast Terry want to be when
he grew up?
What was Toast Terry's trademark?
What did Toast name the one whisker
he had on his chin?

188

195
196
196

go blurry in pictures

197

Chicken Bristle Lane
They were math books, with
numbers rather than words
decimals
He could make grilled cheese with a
clothes iron
A chef, making gourmet gilled
cheese
Space Llama

198

Goliath

199

What was Toast self-conscious about? His voice
Figuring out Isabella's riddle and
What was Felicity's 'Plan B'?
breaking the curse
What instrument did Toast play?
Piano
Dr. Zook's ice cream flavor....Mean
Gene's ______
Mocha Coconut
What did Toast do by playing a
Made it say everything he was afraid
musical instrument?
to say for real
What kind of song did Toast play on
A storm song that controlled the
Jonah's piano?
weather
What kind of magic did the Terry family Storm catching -- conjuring up
have?
storms when there was a drought

198
199
199
199
199

199
201
202
202
204
204
205

What happened to Maude Terry after
she conjured a rainstorm by singing?
Why did Maude Terry have to sing and
lose her voice every time they needed
rain?
Who conjured swarms of bees when
he sang?
What happened when Maude's older
sister, Hester, sang?
Who was Maude Terry to Toast?
Why was the weather so crazy in
Midnight Gulch?
What was Jonah's dad's name?
What was inside the jar Arly gave to
Jonah?
What sport did Jonah play with his
dad?
How did Arly Pickett and Jonah's mom
(Jewel) meet?
What did Arly give to Jewel before he
got deployed?
Where did Jonah always put his half of
the red heart at night?
Where was Jonah's half of the red
heart every morning?
What kind of banjo picks did Boone
have?
What happened to Felicity when she,
Frannie Jo, and her mom were
dancing to Boone's banjo music?
What did Felicity do with the dove
tattoo?

She lost her voice for a long time
The other Terry family members only
had a snicker of Maude's magic
ability

205

Jester Terry

206

Every dog in town started howling
His grandma
Maude Terry wasn't there any more
to sing to the sky
Arly Pickett
365 strips of paper with things
written on them that they would do
together

206

205

206
206
207

208

Street hockey

208

In mechanic school
Half a red heart he made from sheet
metal

208
209

Beside his alarm clock

209

In his fist
They were pointy and silver and
curved and went over his fingers

209
211

The locket whomped her in the
forehead

212

Sent it to Arly Pickett for Jonah

215

Where did Holly say to start a painting. In the middle
What was the first thing Felicity ever
river rocks from the Cumberland
painted with her mom?
River

217
218

What did Felicity paint on a river rock? the dog

218

What did Frannie paint on a river rock?
What did Holly Harness paint on paper
plates in Birmingham?
What was the 'Kingdom of
Spiderberg'?
Why did Florentine tell Felicity not to
sit on the red bench?
What did Felicity tell her mom she felt
for Jonah?
What did the Beedle deliver to Toast
Terry?
Why coudln't Oliver help deliver the
piano to Jonah?
New flavor of ice cream... 'Sarah's
____'

A piece of cheese

218

red roses
The map Holly Harness painted on
the Pickled Jalapeno?
The bench belonged to Abigail
Honecutt and she was invisible

218

An 'inflate' (opposite of a crush)

222

a piano
He threw out his back at square
dance lessons with Charlie Sue

225

Sunday Breakfast
His dad was layed off from the water
plant and Toast gave his savings to
his parents.

226

an air conditioner

226

Clifford Riggins, husband of Delora
Riggins

226

She couldn't pull out of it

227

She faded away
Lionel

228

Burl
chemist by day, crime stopper by
night

228

The blackberry sunrise day

229

Why couldn't Toast afford a piano?
What did the Beedle give to the Freely
family in Sweetwater?
Who did Oliver say he would bring one
of Ponder's pies to because his wife
died?
What problem did Abigail Honeycutt
have with her magic of becoming
invisible?
What happened to Abigail when she
was sitting on the red bench?
Who was Abigail's husband?
What was Abigail's and Lionel's son's
name?
Who was the original superhero, Dr.
Zook?
What day did Burl tell his parents was
his happiest one?

218
221

225

226

228

228

What did Burl's dad want him to do for
a living?
Take over the ice cream factory
What did Burl want to do for a living?
Why did Abigail sit on the red bench
for ten years?
What did Abigail do with all her
memories when she realized Burl
wasn't coming home?
Ice cream flavor: Rosie's _______
Ice cream flavor: Bridgett's ______
What did Lionel give to Abigail so
people could see her after she
disappeared?
What was Jonah afraid of?
What was written on the carton of
Blackberry Sunrise that Jonah gave to
Felicity?
What did Holly paint on the gallery
wall?
What did Day Grissom ask Boone to
play on his banjo?
What kind of music did Cleo and Day
play together when they were young
and in love?
What was Ramblin' Rosie's favorite
song?

Be an actor in New York City
She was waiting to see if her son
would get off the bus
Steeped all of them in a teapot and
poured all of them into the river at
Snapdragon Pond
Strawberry Rhubarb
Hawaiian Pineapple

What happened to Stone Weatherly's
locket when Boone sang?
Who was Florentine's greatgrandmother?
What did Isabella steal from the
Weatherly brothers?
What was Cleo's full name?
What did Day Grissom come to tell
Cleo?

A red umbrella
clowns

230
230
231

231
232
232

232
234

sweet amends
blue sky, silver river, buildings on
Main Street, fields and forest

236

Foggy Mountain Breakdown

240

bluegrass

240

Fair and Tender Ladies

241

It got burning red-hot against
Felicity's skin

242

Isabella Thistle

248

burdens
Cleopatra Glorietta Harness
He was sorry and that he should
have married her

248

238

253
255

What did Boone tell Cleo she was,
now that she was old and not pretty
like she was when she was young?
beautiful
What did Felicity ask Boone to do
while she recited her poetry to help her
words flow?
Play his bajo
What was everyone hungry for at
midnight in Cleo's house?
ice cream
What was the memory Felicity finally
let herself remember when she ate the
Blackberry Sunrise ice cream?
Where did the Pickle's live before their
dad (Roger) left?
Why did Roger tell his daughter he
was crying?
What is a 'factalactus'?
What is a fabulous truth?

258
259

The day her dad left them

260

Virginia

260

allergies
a truth that hurts a little
factofabulous

260

What did Felicity, Frannie, and her
mom do at the park in North Carolina? Flew butterfly kites
What did Holly Harness do if she
tasted something sour that brought a
bad memory?
Replaced it with a good one
What did Ronnie Barnhill do to Felicity
when she accidentally said "Great
Kentucky Arm Fartists"?
Made fart noises at her in the halls
What did Frannie do to Ronnie
Barnhill?
Who did Cleo say ran away from
things they fear?
What did Felicity decide to do to her
fears to make her feel brave?
What did Cleo make for Felicity for the
night of the duel?

256

262
263

263

264

266

Put an open peanut butter sandwich
in his seat and he sat on it

266

Fools

268

Run at them

268

A pink dress

268

Where did Jonah Pickett write the
words 'splendiferous, spindiddly,
wonder, enchanting, curious, stalwart,
plumb pretty, plum awesome =
Felicity?
How did Jonah say he felt any time he
was around Felicity?
What did Cleo have tied around her
red dress at the duel?
What did Day Grissom to himself do
for Cleo?

On Felicity's arm from her wrist to
her elbow

270

wonderstruck

271

her leopard print bathrobe
Shaved off his beard and cut his hair
and wore nicer clothes

273

What kind of shoes did Boone wear at
the duel, instead of his cowboy boots? Converse
Who played Ramblin' Rose's guitar
(that used to be Stone Weatherly's) at
the duel ?
Toast Terry
What song did Boone and Toast play
on guitar and banjo at the duel?
How many years had it been since the
Brothers Threadbare's guitar and
banjo been played together?
What happened to Day when Toast
and Boone played their music
together?
What did Jonah's shadow do at the
duel when Boone and Toast played
their music?

273

273

276

Fair and Tender Ladies

279

one hundred
His shadow pulled away from his
body and pulled Aunt Cleo's shadow
off of her to dance

282

Played air guitar
a scene -- a field at twilight,
mountains, a woman with a yellow
What was inside the locket that
flower behind her ear, and on of the
opened when Toast and Boone played Weatherly brothers -- dancing in the
the music?
field ...her perfect memory
Where did Felicity's mom disappear to
during the duel?
To the Gallery to finish painting it
Two jars with notes taped to them
from Isabella Thistle on September
What was in Florentine's bag?
15, 1910

283

284

286
288

294

What had been missing from Holly's
painting on the mural on the Gallery?

Her (Holly), Felcity, and Frannie
Shadows came out in the shapes of
two men who hugged one anoterh
and then climbed into the tree Holly
painted in the mural and then got
into the hot air balloon she painted

What happened when Felcity and
Jonah opened the two jars?
Who showed up when the dove tattoo
flew into the painting on the Gallery
wall?
Jonah's dad, Arly, got off the bus
Where did Florentine go on the bus?

To find Waylon, her boyfriend
Charlie Sue's chocolate pancakes
and a side of Blackberry Sunrise

What did Oliver serve for breakfast?
What did the new Midnight Gulch sign
call it?
A magical place to call hom
Director of the new community arts
What did Holly end up doing as a job center and helped Aunt Cleo launch
in Midnight Gulch?
a quilting business
What was Cleo's motto for her
Patch it. Mend it. Stitch it back
business?
together.
What did Day Grissom end up doing
Converted it to shuttle tourists to the
with the old bus?
historic locations
What was the last stop on Day
Grissoms tour of Midnight Gulch?
The Gallery
What was strange about the hot air
balloon painted on the Gallery wall?
What was Felicity's favorite statement
from tourists?
On what day and at what time did
Boone play in front of the Gallery?

302

304

305
305
306
308

308
308
309
309

Sometimes it was there, other times
not. It moved around in the painting.

309

Why can't my town be this way?

309

Wednesday afternoon

310

